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Sorbs.. you know of it? (#p15367)
by syncorion on Sat Jul 04, 2009 3:20 pm

Hey Everyone..
Who knows of Sorbs..A spam backlister.
They are using it to blacklist websites soon also all around the world.
Well I know the person who wrote it..I accidentally bumped into them. And then I started dating his Ex GF (Im bi-lesbian..i
Guess) anyway the person that wrote the program hated me dating the Ex for unknown reasons and tried ruining my life by
blackmailing. sending death threats..etc
The person that wrote it is named Matthew but now is a changing sex to female (unknown reasons) this Matthew person said
they were a "Hacker" and was out to "out-hack" me..unlucky to that person cause they were running this sorbs crap on a
server at there house..so when they were at work I pick locked his house and formatted his copy and his backup at his house
of the program.. They have backups though around the world
Still made the person mad..hehe
They sold the sorbs thing for $1.8 million to the Gov I think..don't know who bought it.
But they planning to use it to blacklist the web later down the track..I think it will piss allot of people and hackers off. Will also
make allot of hackers start hacking more and more to surpass the people trying to block the cyber freeway, seeing as the
Gov want to make it there personal Tollway.
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Re: Sorbs.. you know of it? (#p15369)
by nick2chocolate on Sat Jul 04, 2009 5:29 pm

at least u tried, weird how ur mixed up in it though lol
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